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The former dean of Harvard University's Faculty of Arts
and Sciences discusses the American university from his
own unique perspective and offers insight on everything
from the rights and obligations of students to the darker
side of academia
The Ashgate Research Companion to Moral Panics
offers a comprehensive assemblage of cutting-edge
critical and theoretical perspectives on the concept of
moral panic. All chapters represent original research by
many of the most influential theorists and researchers
now working in the area of moral panic, including
Nachman Ben-Yehuda and Erich Goode, Joel Best,
Chas Critcher, Mary deYoung, Alan Hunt, Toby Miller,
Willem Schinkel, Kenneth Thompson, Sheldon Ungar,
and Grazyna Zajdow. Chapters come from a range of
disciplines, including media studies, literary studies,
history, legal studies, and sociology, with significant new
elaborations on the concept of moral panic (and its
future), informed and powerful critiques, and detailed
empirical studies from several continents. A clear and
comprehensive survey of a concept that is increasingly
influential in a number of disciplines as well as in popular
culture, this collection of the latest research in the field
addresses themes including the evolution of the moral
panic concept, sex panics, media panics, moral panics
over children and youth, and the future of the moral
panic concept.
The Leuven Manual is the authoritative, comprehensive
overview of the rules that are to be followed in peace
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operations conducted by the United Nations, the
European Union, NATO, the African Union and other
organisations, with detailed commentary on best practice
in relation to those rules. Topics covered include human
rights, humanitarian law, gender aspects, the use of
force and detention by peacekeepers, the protection of
civilians, and the relevance of the laws of the host State.
The international group of expert authors includes
leading academics, together with military officers and
policy officials with practical experience in contemporary
peace operations, supported in an individual capacity by
input from experts working for the UN, the African Union,
NATO, and the International Committee of the Red
Cross. This volume is intended to be of assistance to
states and international organisations involved in the
planning and conduct of peace operations, and
practitioners and academia.
Contains digests of selected opinions and decisions of
the Judge Advocates General of the Army, Navy, and Air
Force, the General Counsel of the Treasury Department
and the Boards of Review ... the United States Court of
Military Appeals; other governmental departments and
agencies; and Federal and State courts.

A groundbreaking work that treats writing as a ritual
practice and texts as ritual objects.
The Nokia Network Security Solutions Handbook
introduces readers to both the basics and the finer
points of administering, configuring, and securing the
Nokia IP-series hardware appliances. It introduces
readers to the different hardware models and covers
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the features associated with each. Installation and
setup are covered in detail, as well as installation
and configuration of the Check Point firewall on the
Nokia system. Readers will learn basic system
administration, security, and monitoring before
moving into advanced system administration
concepts, as well as learning how to use Nokia's
command line interface. Routing configurations and
the different protocols involved are covered in detail,
finishing off with a comprehensive discussion of the
High-availability configuration that is Nokia's
strength. The appendices include coverage of the
UNIX basics which lie at the heart of the IPSO
operating system and a review of the other packages
available for Nokia systems (such as Perl and Bash).
The only book dedicated to coverage of the latest
Nokia hardware and software offerings, from the
SOHO appliances to the enterprise-class IP700
series, with an emphasis on administering and
securing these systems. Long-term market potential.
The operating system referenced will be Nokia IPSO
3.4.1, which has an interface that has been
specifically tailored to make upgrading to newer
versions of IPSO simple and intuitive. In addition, the
underlying interface is UNIX based, which has been
a constant for over 30 years. Up-to-the-Minute Webbased Support. Once they have absorbed the
content of the book, readers can receive up-to-the
minute links, white papers, and analysis for one year
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at solutions@syngress.com.
Everything you need to know to purchase, maintain,
and ride a bike for recreation, commuting,
competition, travel, and beyond! From the bike
world's most beloved and trusted advocate. Eben
Weiss, aka Bike Snob NYC, is the voice of cyclists
everywhere. Through his popular blog he has been
informing, entertaining, and critiquing the bike-riding
community since 2007. With his latest book, The
Ultimate Bicycle Owner's Manual, Weiss makes his
vast experience and practical advice available to
bike "newbies" and veterans alike. Chapters cover
Obtaining a Bike, Understanding Your Bike,
Maintaining Your Bike, Operating Your Bike, OffRoad Riding, Coexisting with Drivers, Competitive
Cycling, Bike Travel, Cycling with Kids, and What the
Future Holds for Bikes in our Communities. Weiss's
humorous, down-to-earth style takes all the mystery
and intimidation out of cycling and will inspire even
the most hesitant couch potato to get out and ride!
Eben Weiss is the blogger behind Bike Snob NYC.
He is the author of Bike Snob, Bike Snob Abroad,
and The Enlightened Cyclist. He lives in New York
City with his family.
Many industrial training applications, educational
applications, and of course information applications
such as databases and hypermedia are all attempts
to communicate, and yet we really don't know much
about the computer as a communicative medium.
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Bringing together a collection of essays presenting
such diverse theoretical approaches as general
semiotics, linguistics, communication theory, literary
and art criticism, sociology, and history, the editors
set out to establish and elaborate the role of
computer systems as a sign technology. The volume
is divided into three main parts, each focused on a
different field of semiotic inquiry. "Computer-Based
Signs" discusses the special nature of signs
produced by means of computers. "The Rhetoric of
Interactive Media" deals with codes of aesthetics and
composition for the new "elastic" medium of
communication: interactive fiction and hypertext.
"Computers in Context" analyzes computer
technology in the larger cultural, historical, and
organizational contexts. Scholars in computer
science, cognitive science, organization theory,
information and media science, semiotics,
communication, and linguistics will find this book
invaluable, and as current excitement about
hypermedia and electronic books continues to grow,
a broader audience including computer artists and
literary critics will also find it a useful resource.
This book is essential reading for anyone wanting to
protect Internet-connected computers from unauthorized
access. Coverage includes TCP/IP, setting up firewalls,
testing and maintaining firewalls, and much more. All of
the major important firewall products are covered
including Microsoft Internet Security and Acceleration
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Server (ISA), ISS BlackICE, Symantec Firewall, Check
Point NG, and PIX Firewall. Firewall configuration
strategies and techniques are covered in depth. The
book answers questions about firewalls, from How do I
make Web/HTTP work through my firewall? To What is a
DMZ, and why do I want one? And What are some
common attacks, and how can I protect my system
against them? The Internet's explosive growth over the
last decade has forced IT professionals to work even
harder to secure the private networks connected to
it—from erecting firewalls that keep out malicious
intruders to building virtual private networks (VPNs) that
permit protected, fully encrypted communications over
the Internet's vulnerable public infrastructure. The Best
Damn Firewalls Book Period covers the most popular
Firewall products, from Cisco's PIX Firewall to
Microsoft's ISA Server to CheckPoint NG, and all the
components of an effective firewall set up. Anything
needed to protect the perimeter of a network can be
found in this book. - This book is all encompassing,
covering general Firewall issues and protocols, as well
as specific products. - Anyone studying for a security
specific certification, such as SANS' GIAC Certified
Firewall Analyst (GCFW) will find this book an invaluable
resource. - The only book to cover all major firewall
products from A to Z: CheckPoint, ISA Server, Symatec,
BlackICE, PIX Firewall and Nokia.
In this work Tim Ingold offers a persuasive new approach
to understanding how human beings perceive their
surroundings. He argues that what we are used to calling
cultural variation consists, in the first place, of variations
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in skill. Neither innate nor acquired, skills are grown,
incorporated into the human organism through practice
and training in an environment. They are thus as much
biological as cultural. To account for the generation of
skills we have therefore to understand the dynamics of
development. And this in turn calls for an ecological
approach that situates practitioners in the context of an
active engagement with the constituents of their
surroundings. The twenty-three essays comprising this
book focus in turn on the procurement of livelihood, on
what it means to ‘dwell’, and on the nature of skill,
weaving together approaches from social anthropology,
ecological psychology, developmental biology and
phenomenology in a way that has never been attempted
before. The book is set to revolutionise the way we think
about what is ‘biological’ and ‘cultural’ in humans,
about evolution and history, and indeed about what it
means for human beings – at once organisms and
persons – to inhabit an environment. The Perception of
the Environment will be essential reading not only for
anthropologists but also for biologists, psychologists,
archaeologists, geographers and philosophers. This
edition includes a new Preface by the author.
"While Nokia is perhaps most recognized for its
leadership in the mobile phone market, they have
successfully demonstrated their knowledge of the
Internet security appliance market and its customers
requirements." --Chris Christiansen, Vice President,
Internet Infrastructure and Security Software, IDC.
Syngress has a long history of publishing market-leading
books for system administrators and security
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professionals on commercial security products,
particularly Firewall and Virtual Private Network (VPN)
appliances from Cisco, Check Point, Juniper, SonicWall,
and Nokia (see related titles for sales histories). The
Nokia Firewall, VPN, and IPSO Configuration Guide will
be the only book on the market covering the all-new
Nokia Firewall/VPN Appliance suite. Nokia Firewall/VPN
appliances are designed to protect and extend the
network perimeter. According to IDC research, Nokia
Firewall/VPN Appliances hold the #3 worldwide marketshare position in this space behind Cisco and
Juniper/NetScreen. IDC estimated the total Firewall/VPN
market at $6 billion in 2007, and Nokia owns 6.6% of this
market. Nokia's primary customers for security
appliances are Mid-size to Large enterprises who need
site-to-site connectivity and Mid-size to Large enterprises
who need remote access connectivity through enterprisedeployed mobile devices. Nokia appliances for this
market are priced form $1,000 for the simplest devices
(Nokia IP60) up to $60,0000 for large enterprise- and
service-provider class devices (like the Nokia IP2450
released in Q4 2007). While the feature set of such a
broad product range obviously varies greatly, all of the
appliances run on the same operating system: Nokia
IPSO (IPSO refers to Ipsilon Networks, a company
specializing in IP switching acquired by Nokia in 1997.
The definition of the acronym has little to no meaning for
customers.) As a result of this common operating system
across the product line, The Nokia Firewall, VPN, and
IPSO Configuration Guide will be an essential reference
to users of any of these products. Users manage the
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Nokia IPSO (which is a Linux variant, specifically
designed for these appliances) through a Web interface
called Nokia Network Voyager or via a powerful
Command Line Interface (CLI). Coverage within the book
becomes increasingly complex relative to the product
line. The Nokia Firewall, VPN, and IPSO Configuration
Guide and companion Web site will provide seasoned
network administrators and security professionals with
the in-depth coverage and step-by-step walkthroughs
they require to properly secure their network perimeters
and ensure safe connectivity for remote users. The book
contains special chapters devoted to mastering the
complex Nokia IPSO command line, as well as tips and
tricks for taking advantage of the new "ease of use"
features in the Nokia Network Voyager Web interface. In
addition, the companion Web site offers downloadable
video walkthroughs on various installation and
troubleshooting tips from the authors. * Only book on the
market covering Nokia Firewall/VPN appliances, which
hold 6.6% of a $6 billion market * Companion website
offers video walkthroughs on various installation and
troubleshooting tips from the authors * Special chapters
detail mastering the complex Nokia IPSO command line,
as well as tips and tricks for taking advantage of the new
"ease of use" features in the Nokia Network Voyager
Web interface
The term "artificial life" describes research into synthetic
systems that possess some of the essential properties of
life. This interdisciplinary text includes looking at the field
in an attempt to understand high-level behaviour from
low-level rules.
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The antichrist is among us, here and now. This book
proves it by comparing the biblical prophecies about
the antichrist with the evidence that those
prophecies have been fulfilled. This book documents
the man of sin?s esoteric confession that he is the
antichrist. You will learn how the antichrist has
changed times and laws as prophesied by Daniel,
and how he is today sitting in the temple of God,
?shewing himself that he is God,? in fulfillment of
Paul?s prophesy in 2 Thessalonians 2:4. The beast
of Revelation has come into the world, ?after the
working of Satan with all power and signs and lying
wonders, And with all deceivableness of
unrighteousness,? as prophesied in 2 Thessalonians
2:10.
For two millennia philosophy has restlessly stalked a
fundamental problem—the answer to the question
“what is art, really?” Aesthetic discourse, focused on
the Platonic Matrix of truth and beauty, arthood and
object, imitation and representation, form and idea,
has not delivered on its promise, leaving us in
bewilderment over principles that are either ignored
or contradicted by the arts themselves. In this
searching critique, some astonishing faux pas are
brought to light. Notably that aesthetics makes do
without a knower, the heuristics of art, and the
dynamics of self-exploration that are central to the
aesthetic experience. What this book seeks to
accomplish is a thorough reformulation of the terms
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of reference, based on the actual “form of life” that
is art. This amounts to a framework for a wholly new
philosophy of art. It demonstrates that art is
quintessentially involved in the meaning of life, and
through its heuristic dimension serves our impulse
for self-knowledge and an understanding of the
human condition. The book is in the first instance a
philosophical treatise and therefore suitable for
academic study in all grades, though perhaps with
greatest benefit at post-graduate level. But it has
been written in an approachable style to encourage
a wider audience to engage with its tenets:
accordingly it seeks also to address art aficionados,
whether professional or dilettante, as well as general
readers with an interest in these ever perplexing and
profoundly intriguing issues of our human estate.
Check Point NGX R65 is the next major release of
Check Point's flagship firewall software product,
which has over 750,000 registered users. Check
Point's NGX is the underlying security software
platform for all of the company's enterprise firewall,
VPN and management solutions. It enables
enterprises of all sizes to reduce the cost and
complexity of security management and ensure that
their security systems can be easily extended to
adapt to new and emerging threats. This title is a
continuation of Syngress' best-selling references on
Check Point's market leading Firewall and VPN
products. * First book to market covering Check
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Point's new, flagship NGX R65 Firewall/VPN. *
Provides bonus coverage for Check Point's
upcoming NGX R65 Certification exams. *
Companion Web site offers customized scripts for
managing log files.
In the 1980s and 1990s, Nicolas Jabko suggests, the
character of European integration altered radically,
from slow growth to what he terms a "quiet
revolution." In this book he traces the political
strategy that underlay the move from the Single
Market of 1986 through the official creation of the
European Union in 1992 to the coming of the euro in
1999. The official, shared language of the political
forces behind this revolution was that of market
reforms—yet, as Jabko notes, this was a very strange
"market" revolution, one that saw the building of
massive new public institutions designed to regulate
economic activity, such as the Economic and
Monetary Union, and deeper liberalization in
economic areas unaffected by external pressure
than in truly internationalized sectors of the
European economy. What held together this
remarkably diverse reform movement? Precisely
because "the market" wasn't a single standard, the
agenda of market reforms gained the support of a
vast and heterogenous coalition. The "market" was
in fact a broad palette of ideas to which different
actors could appeal under different circumstances. It
variously stood for a constraint on government
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regulations, a norm by which economic activities
were (or should be) governed, a space for the active
pursuit of economic growth, an excuse to discipline
government policies, and a beacon for new public
powers and rule-making. In chapters on financial
reform, the provision of collective services, regional
development and social policy, and economic and
monetary union, Jabko traces how a coalition of
strange bedfellows mobilized a variety of market
ideas to integrate Europe.
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